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AA structuralstructuralrai comparisonco parison
of englishenelengl ish and tongan

by ERMEL J MORTON

this paper presents a few of the called highly synthetic or inflected
most prominent differences between languages depend upon modification
structure of tongan that cause prob-
lems

of the word to indicate grammatical
in the teaching of english to

tongansTongans coxxtexitscoxltexasmany of the problems encountered
by the tongan in studying english A structural comparison of eng-

lish tonganarise from his attempts to transfer and
by ermel J morton page 1the patterns of tongan structure over

0 o the english both in speaking and controlled guided and free wri-
tinginm writing the result is that where

ever the structure of his native lan by richard port page 3

guage differs from that of english he church college of western samoa
has difficulty and makes mistakes plans TESL curriculum ppageee 4

since this paper is not designed to
present a highly technical discussion teaching the ithth of english
of the subject a minimum of the by alice pack page 5
technical jargon of descriptive lin-
guisticsguistics will be used however all an invitation to publish
of the material of the paper has been

page 6

derived by the research methods of concepts for example spanishhablospanish hablo
descriptive linguistics to the linguist 1I speak hable 1 I spoke shshowss a
desiring a more detailed and technical change of grammatical meaning
description of the matters in this effected by use of a suffix in english
paper the authors doctoral disser-
tation

are found such inflections as see
A descriptive grammar of saw seen and as walk walked

tongan wihwill prove helpful walking etc in all of these instancesat the outsetset it should be pointed the change in grammatical meaning
out that aq0qdehsdstst basic structural is signalledsignal led by inflection of the word
difference bbeipweenen english and another grammatical device used intongan sigasig2iisjaslofof the devices many languages is that of allowing
used to signal ammatcalam aticalamical meaning context to indicate the precise gram-

maticalsome lanianlanguagesgu s iiricluojmgbluffingluffingV the so meaning with no change in
the form of the word the number ofi dr ermermlermu1 J Mmtonamtonton is the dipctorloror otheocheolhe40he liguisticslinguisticsguisti cs last most nouns in japanese for exampleforexample

34ei
icatiottictttotat rknickskickss aroljrolollegelege in rex
br Idho
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is indicated by context hako to inki function word e as in the sentence
tsubotsiatsiw hakohakoyboxbox and to10 aand nae jjui ia e 7sioneioneslonelone john called
and inkitsuboinkitsub6inkitsubo finkstinkstinkstandindand may mean linhimirn a e past tense marker uj
either the box and the inkstand cac4or to call jaia him e subject
99 the boxes and the inkstand de-
pending

marker and sione johnnjohnajohn7Johnjohnin7 in japa-
neseupon the context the japa-

nese
ne se the function word wa also marks

language except in a few in subjects as in watashfwatas171watashe wa hon wo
stances makes no overt distinction motte imasuimaku 1 I have the booknbooanbook
between singular and plural nouns watashikatashiwatashi T1 I wa subject marker
leaving the meaning to be inferred ino170honn bookmooknook wowo direct object or
from context or the situation in inwhichwhich goal marker motte have and
the nouns are used with regard to imasuimaku present tense As indicated
english and tongan english makes wa marks the subject and wo the
use of context to a greater extent direct object in this sentence the
than tongan a structural difference 19 e of tongan and wa and wo of japa-

nesethat presents a number of problems f-eserese are separateseparatfseparate wordswordgworda conveying
to the tongan learning english fort-
unately

grammatical meaning the use of
tunately however the number of eng-
lish

separate words is the third major type
nouns having the same form in of grammatical device

singular as in plural is not too word order another type of con
great and the extent of the problem textual device is also used to
is lilimitedmitea convey grammatical meaning in a

function words used number of languages including eng
lish the well known example of the

separate words which may be dordogdoig bit the man as contrasted with
designated as function words convey the man bit the dog illustrates the
grammatical concepts in a number of use of word order in signallingsignalling the
languages tongan belongs to this subject and object in the sentance
group of languages in fact the main the change of subjects from 12&todog to
grammatical device in tongan is man and the change of goals or
that of using function words to signal direct objects from man to dog is
grammatical meaning effected by a change of word order

the tongan subject marker speci-
fying

the subject precedes the verb and the
subjects of transitive verbs is object follows it many languages use

an instance of such a function word the device of word order to indicate
if sione john is to be used as a the relationship of modifier to the
subject it must be preceded by the word modified english makes much

more use of word ororcherorcterdar6r as a gramma
TESL reporter tical device than does tongan

three signallingSignalling devicesA quarterly publication of the eng-
lish language institute and the BA-
TESL thus to summarize there areprogram of the church college three major grammatical devicesof hawaiihawa i i

used in signallingsignalling grammatical
editor william D conway as-
sistant

meaning inflection or changes made
professor of english and in the word use of separate words

TESL or function words and use of con-
textstaff mrs alice pack assis-

tant
to signal meaning however since

professor of english and TESL this paper is in no way an attempt
to explain the types of grammatigrammategram mati

articles relevant to teaching cal devices used in languages genenglish as a second language in eralyerallybraly but is rather an tohawaii attemptthe south pacific and as-
ia may be submitted to the editor point out the differences in the use
through box 127 the church college of such grammatical devices by eng
of hawaii laie hawaii 96762 ma-
nuscripts lish and tongan the examples so

should be double spaced and far given will suffice to lay thetyped not exceeding three pages
deadline for the fall edition is groundwork for the discussion which

august 25 1968 follows
continued on page 6
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Ccomparison0 par isonlson
continued from page2pagedpage 2

As has been previously stated
tongan depends for the most part
on function words to carry the gram
maticalmagical concepts of the language
english on the other hand relies
upon a mixture of grammatical de
vices and in this respect differs
fromtonganfrom Tongantongan in a number of ways
the devices used includeby tongan
function words inflection and to a
limited extent word order english
uses function words inflection word
order and context the differences
between and withtongan english
regard to types of grammatical de
vices used is best illustrated with
a chart showing the type or types
of device used in each language in
conveying some of the major gram
maticalmagical concepts the chart is in
no way intended to be exhaustive in
treatment it merely indicates the
major types of grammatical device
used in signallingsignalling some of the major
grammatical concepts

7see chart bottom page

it will be seen from the above
chart that tongan makes much more
extensive use of function words in
signallingsignalling grammatical concepts than
does english of the nine grammatical
concepts listed three use function
words exclusively in tongan and three

I1 see with my eyes
what do you hear with
I1 hear with my ears
who do you go with
I1 withgo
students may practice in pairs

or groups with one askingtheasking the ques
tion and another anansweringswerin

after the voiceless jadfadof has been
studied its voiceless counterpartm3counterpart iboiyoJSO
may be introduced mouth and tongue
position remain the same the dif-
ference is in voicing this is done
by vibrating the vocal bands students
zan by placing their hands overtheirover their
ear or upon their throats feel this
difference quite effectively
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of engienglenelenglishish and tongan
others make fairly prominent use of some differences too the tongtongan
function words in no grammatical conjunctions gepeadea

cc and mo and
category of english are function words and 0o and aallailali11 may be followed
the sole device used and in only four directly by a pronoun subject in a
of them do function words play a number of situations where the pro-

nounpart would be omitted in english
for example the english sentenceto be sure both tongan and eng H e stood up and left may be ex-
pressedlish make use of conjunctions and in tongan as naa ne tuuand prepositions of the traditional 0 lyalu naa heo ne past tense Lnee

sort however english has a ccgreater ttuuu stand uiplipulpupaup7 0 and ne he
variety of such prepositions among

aaand1 alu go T althougtwealthough we can
the tongan traditional prepositions say in english Hhee stood up and he
may be listed ki to meimetmel from left such a usage is rare in tonpnjtongan
and i in oior at the possessive however naa alune tuu p nee
preposition 0 nofbofof with its allo-
morphic is quite common consequently a

form iaa of also follows will inclined thetongan be to repeat
the traditional pattern of prepositions pronoun subject where it is unnecannec
and parallels english in its usage essary and perhaps even a bit awkwardmany features of tongan conjuncconjunct in english
tionseions and their use are similar to to be continued in
those of english although there are volume 2 no 1

dr mortensmortonsMor tons dissertation is available from university microfilms inc
PO box 1346 ann arbor michigan 48106

grammatical concept tongan english
tense function words inflection and function

words
voice presence or absence of inflection and function

subject ie context words
verbal aspect use of verbs as nominalsnominals inflection and function

with possessive pro words
nouns and use of funcbunc
tion words

ISomjcomparisonisomparisonparison adjectives function words inflection and ffunctionunction
and adverbs words

noun subjects andobjectsaddand objects function words word order
function

pronoun subjects and ob function words and in inflection and word orderouter
ejectsjects flection

possessive case of nouns prepositional phrase mo inflection
difierdefier

possessive case of pro-
nouns

inflectionlectioninf inflection

modification function words postionbostion position context
and one inflectional
suffix
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